
Celebrity  News:  Colton
Underwood  &  Madison  Prewett
Get Friendly on IG After His
Split from Cassie Randolph

By Alycia Williams

In latest celebrity news, fans are speculating that something
is going on between former reality TV star Colton Underwood
and Madison Prewett after his split from Cassie Randolph.
According to UsMagazine.com, the two share the same Christian
faith and it seems that once one of them post something on
Instagram pertaining to their faith, the other one doesn’t
hesitate to comment below. Fans are skeptical of the pair’s
interactions  and  are  wondering  if  they’re  flirting.  Since
Underwood and Randolph split only two months ago, is this too
soon?

In  celebrity  news,  Colton  was
caught  flirting  with  Madison  on
Instagram.  What  are  some  ways  to
ease  into  a  new
relationship after a split?

Cupid’s Advice: 

Wanting to move on after a split is expected, but easing into
this is the best way to go. If you are looking to ease into a
new relationship after a split, Cupid has some advice for you:
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1. Take it slow: Once you get into a new relationship after a
recent split you want to make sure that you’re taking this
slow and steady. If you jump into a new relationship too
quickly, you may still have feelings for your ex and not even
realize it, and you don’t want to bring that into your new
relationship. The best thing to do is to take it slow to
ensure that you’re doing it for the right reasons.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  Break-Up:  ‘Bachelor’  Alum  Colton
Underwood Jokes About Split from Cassie Randolph

2. Be open and honest: Don’t be afraid to tell your new
partner that you just got out of relationship. If they care
about you then they’ll understand. Hiding it from your partner
will just start your relationship off on the wrong foot. Be
real, be honest, and be truthful.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  Break-Up:  Kaitlyn  Bristowe  &  Nick
Viall React to Nick’s Past Proposal on ‘The Bachelor GOAT’

3. Don’t compare the two: It’ll be easy to compare your ex to
your new partner as everything is still so fresh. Do your best
to keep the two relationships as separate as possible. Don’t
compare them to each other, take a new and fresh attitude to
your new relationship.

What are some more ways to ease into a new relationship after
a spilt? Start a conversation in the comments below!
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